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Keynote no e-Planning & Ubiquity International Workshop, apresenta em Portugal o 
novo College do MIT, como consolidação da agenda e-Planning  
 
Pedro Ferraz de Abreu, Universidade de Aveiro (2019), Universidade de Lisboa, CITIDEP 
 
O Keynote do Prof. Joseph Ferreira Jr., do MIT - DUSP (Dept. of Urban Studies & Planning, 
School of Architecture & Planning), no passado dia 25 de Janeiro 2019, no nosso 
International Workshop on e-Planning & TIC Ubiquity, mostra como Portugal tem agora 
uma oportunidade única de capitalizar esta iniciativa recente de grande alcance – através do 
e-Planning Consortium, reconhecido como um interlocutor previlegiado em Portugal  
 
O MIT (USA) acaba de lançar um novo "College of Computing and Artificial Intelligence", 
com orçamento ambicioso de um bilião de dollars, mas como uma iniciativa transversal a 
vários Departamentos (incluindo Arquitectura, Urbanismo, e outras àreas de ciências sociais 
e humanidades), e não apenas centrada na tecnologia. Precisamente por reconhecer a 
necessidade de uma abordagem transdisciplinar, para enfrentar devidamente os desafios e 
oportunidades que a tecnologia nos traz, nos seus vastos impactos sociais, inclusive éticos.  
 
O que vem consolidar e reforçar a abordagem e-Planning, de resto, nascida no MIT.  
 
O próprio Massachussets Institute of Technology dá a medida da importância que lhe atribui:  
 

"the most significant structural change to MIT since the early 1950s, when the schools 
for management and for the humanities and social sciences were launched (...) single 
largest investment in computing and AI by an American academic institution".  
(MIT Tech Review, 2019) 

 
Ora a qualidade e prestígio do MIT resulta desta visão da Tecnologia como algo que exige, 
no mesmo Instituto, Escolas de Humanidades, Ciências Sociais, Arquitectura, Urbanismo e 
Planeamento, Economia e Gestão... além da Escola de Engenharia. O Director do Dept. 
Urban Sudies & Planning, Eran Ben-Joseph, integra o Board do novo "College". 
 
O Consortium e-Planning (informal) que  fundámos a partir do MIT em 2003, desenvolve em 
Portugal uma agenda multidisciplinar: e-infraestruturas, e-governo, e-governança, e-cidade/e-
território; e-cidadania. O Consortium inclui um Programa Doutoral Conjunto (UA, UL, 
UNL), mas também se abre à Sociedade, conforme pode ser constatado no seu Charter , no 
seu Histórico (em anexo deste Livro) e no seu site (www.e-planning.org). Tem existido uma 
estreita colaboração entre o MIT e o e-Planning Consortium em Portugal.  
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Não é pois por acaso, que foi no Workshop "e-Planning & ICT Ubiquity", apresentada 
publicamente pela primeira vez em Portugal esta iniciativa do MIT, através do "Keynote" do 
Prof. Joseph Ferreira Jr. (MIT), abrindo a porta a uma colaboração no quadro deste novo 
"College", que urge enquadrar, dentro e fora da Academia. 
 
Na realidade, é com prazer que constatamos que a iniciativa e-Planning, nascida no MIT-
DUSP, adquiriu enorme centralidade em todo o MIT, com a formação deste novo "College", 
pois, como se apresenta aqui, e se poderá explorar mais em detalhe na secção deste Livro 
dedicada à "Construção e-Planning" (1992-2012), o racional do recém criado "College" vem 
claramente ao encontro do que temos estado a construir na comunidade e-Planning. 
 
Breves citações e referências. MIT Schwarzman College 2018/19 vs e-Planning 1992-2008 
 

MIT Schwarzman College 2018 - 2019! MIT e-Planning 1992 - 2008!

"The new MIT Schwarzman College of 
Computing will be an interdisciplinary 
hub for work in computer science, AI, 
data science, and related fields." (MIT 
News 2018) 

!

"The fast progress on information and communication 
technologies (ICT) enabled significant advances (...) But 
new conditions bring also new problems and raise many 
new questions(...) e-Planning is a new scientific area of 
inquiry that is emerging to address a substantive part of 
these issues.(...) A strategic “push” on technology 
requires the integrated engagement of many different key 
disciplines." (Ferraz de Abreu, P. et al, "Towards e-
Planning as part of MIT-Portugal", 2006)!

" The College will: 
- reorient MIT to bring the power of 
computing and AI to all fields of study 
at MIT, allowing the future of 
computing and AI to be shaped by 
insights from all other disciplines (…)" 
(MIT News 2018)!

The seminars are intended to facilitate dialogue across a 
broad cross-section of the department about some of the 
shared issues, methods, and implications of “e-planning”. 
we also hope to stimulate debate about an e-planning 
research agenda among an international community of 
our peers, not only in Planning but also in closely-
associated fields. (e-Planning Seminar, MIT, 2003)!

"- educate students in every discipline to 
responsibly use and develop AI and 
computing technologies to help make a 
better world"  (MIT News 2018)!

"Technological advances enabled more informed actions 
by planners (...) At the same time, planners functions are 
faced with the challenge of private agents well equipped 
and familiarized with the most sophisticated information 
technologies, a challenge that computer engineers and 
information management experts are not equipped to 
answer (...) This is why technologically oriented sciences 
became a mandatory component of informational 
planning, which in turn is extending and changing these 
sciences to respond to the planning problematic." (Ferraz 
de Abreu, P. 1993, "Towards a Definition of Information 
Systems in Planning", MIT, DUSP)!

"the College will equip students and 
researchers in any discipline to use 
computing and AI to advance their 
disciplines and vice-versa, as well as to 
think critically about the human impact 
of their work.", (Reif  2018)!

“Informational Planning (...) is a discipline whose 
cognitive object or domain is the study of the information 
technologies (IT) with relevance to the institutional and 
planning processes, and the relationships between those 
IT and these institutions and planning processes.“ 
(Ferraz de Abreu, P. 1993, ibidem)!!
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"The MIT Schwarzman College of 
Computing will seek to be not only a 
center of advances in computing, but 
also a place for teaching and research on 
relevant policy and ethics to better 
ensure that the groundbreaking 
technologies of the future are 
responsibly implemented in support of 
the greater good." (MIT News 2018)!

"Information technology is far from being simply a tool, 
that planners can master and use; it is also a powerful 
driving force transforming our society, that planners 
must understand and find the means to influence, where 
and when is possible and convenient. Information was 
always a source of power; now it is also an increasingly 
important source of wealth, a commodity with unique 
attributes, a form of capital with different laws of 
consumption and reproduction." (Ferraz de Abreu, P. 
1993, MIT, ibidem)!

"To advance these priorities, the College 
will: 
- develop new curricula that will connect 
computer science and AI with other 
disciplines(…)" (MIT News 2018)!

"What new technology and analytical skills and 
competencies are required for the new generation of 
planners? How can we improve our current school 
curricula to correspond to these new requirements?"  
(e-Planning Seminar - goals, MIT, 2003)!

"- encourage scientists, engineers, and 
social scientists to collaborate on 
analysis of emerging technology, and on 
research that will serve industry, 
policymakers, and the broader research 
community; (…)" 

(MIT News 2018)!

Since 2006, several Universities, Research Centers and 
other Institutes created an informal "Consortium on e-
Planning" in Portugal, in collaboration with the Dept. of 
Urban Studies and Planning (DUSP) at MIT (...). The 
main goal is to articulate research and academic curricula 
from both engineering and social sciences, towards an e-
Planning agenda. It is important to research and develop 
Technology with, and for, Social Sciences. (Colloquium 
on e-Planning for MIT-Portugal 2008)!

"(The College will (...) ? transform 
education and research in public policy 
and ethical considerations relevant to 
computing and AI." (MIT News 2018) 
 
"Computing is no longer the domain of 
the experts alone. It’s everywhere, and it 
needs to be understood and mastered by 
almost everyone. In that context, for a 
host of reasons, society is uneasy about 
technology — and at MIT, that’s a 
signal we must take very seriously,” 
(Reif, 2018) 

https://computing.mit.edu/news/mit-
reshapes-itself-to-shape-the-future/ 

https://news.mit.edu/2018/mit-reshapes-
itself-stephen-schwarzman-college-of-
computing-1015 !

"Technology is also the focus of attention in a world 
troubled with increased levels of insecurity and conflict / 
competition. How can Planning and IT contribute to a 
better grasp of the trade-offs among issues of security, 
human rights and freedoms? What are the new threats to 
privacy posed by the level of detail and accuracy of data 
collected in planning procedures and policy 
implementation? (e-Planning Seminar, MIT, 2003) 
 
"The Information Revolution is introducing...dramatic 
changes, from the mode and organization of production 
to the form and function of government, changes whose 
nature became the object of intense research and debate. 
This is a complex research domain, given that the effects 
of the impact of IT in society, and therefore in cities and 
regions, vary according to their interaction with the 
economic, social, political and cultural processes that 
shape the way IT is produced and used." (Ferraz de 
Abreu, P. 1993, "Towards a definition...", MIT)!

 
Eis porque estamos gratos ao Prof. Joseph Ferreira Jr., tanto pela sua liderança científica e 
visão, que apoiou o desbravar deste caminho no MIT nos anos 90, como por agora nos ajudar 
a fazer a ponte com esta nova geração no MIT, que entrou no mesmo trilho, mas ampliando o 
seu alcance e impacto. 
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e-Planning and Computing at MIT 
Joseph Ferreira Jr. 
DUSP, MIT 
  
Keynote  
International Workshop e-Planning & ICT Ubiquity 
Universidade Nova de Lisboa, 25 January 2019 
 

!

!

!

 
First of all let me say that I am quite pleased to join the group today.  It reminds me of the 
good experiences that I have had with Pedro in Portugal during previous e-Planning 
meetings, as well as during Pedro's time at MIT, when the world was still sort of disavowing 
the relevance of digital technology to daily lives and the way we plan cities and shape their 
future.   
 
Today, it is easier to see the impact of digital technologies on everyday life and their 
relevance (for better or worse) to many of the issues we face while trying to shape a better 
world. 
 
Let me begin by saying a bit about prior e-planning history, back when Pedro was at MIT, 
that lead to our MIT Initiative. 
 
Originally (back in the 1980s) we had a research group we called Planning Support Systems 
(PSS) and subsequently Urban Information Systems (UIS). The original motivation was 
making use of early geographic information systems that could systematically encode 
location and display digital maps.   
 
These technologies were just becoming possible on desktop machines and they enabled 
spatial juxtaposition and proximity calculations that are so important for understanding cities 
and urban planning.  Gradually, more and more data has become location-tagged, and the 
tools have improved and migrated to laptops and smartphones.   
 
In the nineties and even the turn of the century, a lot of the motivation for urban planners to 
use digital technology was to document, visualize, and analyze local settings to assess 
resource needs, environmental impacts, and development strategies.   
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Location-based services have now become big business with so many applications and 
widespread adaption that their potential for privacy and surveillance misuse has heightened 
public concern.  Indeed, the growth of digital mapping and location-based services has 
accompanied a broader explosion in the use of digital technology  that has raised many new 
concerns  about socially responsible computing and who controls the vast and growing 
repositories of digital traces and urban sensing.   
 
The opportunities – and concerns - have spawned new fields of study such as computational 
social sciences and ethical computing.  As AI and machine learning have gotten better in 
areas such as object recognition, predicting buying habits, and assisting in medical diagnoses, 
their limitations have also come into question. For example, gender and racial biases have 
been demonstrated in facial recognition algorithms, and the proliferation of fake news and 
misinformation on social media has prompted calls for increased regulation of technology 
platforms.  
 
As the wider social implications of computing have become more apparent, it has become 
easier to explain how e-Planning is more than the automation of maps and building permits. 
 
For example, digital technologies make it much easier to control access to physical spaces on 
a personalized basis.  Depending on how these controls are used, the meaning of ‘public 
space’ and the right to protest in the streets can be significantly altered. 
 
New digital divides can also surface in ways that exacerbate social inequity.  Back then, e-
Planning folks recognized that computing was disrupting so much of every day society that 
we might not want to just leave it to the computer scientists and large technology companies, 
and assume that everything will turn out well. 
 
But, for this audience, you are aware of this background regarding e-Planning so I won’t say 
more about that and will instead focus a bit on what is happening with computing at MIT.  
 
As was mentioned before, I am a Professor in the Urban Studies and Planning Department at 
MIT and Head of our Urban Information Systems Group.  I have been at MIT “forever” as I 
studied engineering there as an undergraduate in the 60s and never left.  In graduate school, I 
became interested in management science at a time when its application to public policy was 
new and I gradually moved into applied math in the public sector with a particular focus on 
urban planning.  So, I have - over a period of 50 years - combined engineering, computing, 
and urban planning.   
 
What we have started at MIT this year is a 4-year undergraduate program that tries to 
combine the core elements of this journey into one Bachelor of Science degree. 
 
Let me say a little bit about the strategy and the rational for this new undergraduate degree, 
and then say a little bit about the larger and more recent development, in the last couple of 
months, when MIT announced its substantial investment (of 1 billion US dollars) in a new 
College of Computing.  Our new urban planning and computer science undergraduate degree 
is just an early example of what MIT intends to do with this new College of Computing. 
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The new undergraduate degree is formally called, “Bachelor of Urban Science and Planning 
with Computer Science,” and the basic strategy and rational is two-fold:  One consideration is 
that we are starting out with urban science by focusing on an undergraduate degree rather 
than a PhD degree or research focus.   
 
There is not yet a single view about the full scope of what is involved in urban science and 
what fields are relevant.  Much research and graduate work will continue in the relevant 
departments and labs and require considerable expertise in urban planning, good governance, 
and computer science.  But we can agree on some of the basics in CS and urban planning that 
undergrads need to know in order both to understand the emerging information technologies 
(IT) and also to have some sophistication regarding the social impacts of ubiquitous 
computing and the ways in which IT can help (or hinder) good governance and urban 
development. 
 
A lot of the motivation has come from the fact that at MIT in particular, but also across the 
USA, there has been a big shift of undergraduates toward majoring in computer science.  So 
MIT admits more than 1000 new students every year, and more than 300 of them sign up for 
computer science (CS) as their  major.  But MIT is not going to locate one-third of its faculty 
in a single CS department.  In fact, MIT does not have a department of computer science.  CS 
has always been interdepartmental, with the base in the electrical engineering department.  I 
think that has been healthy to give CS an engineering, problem-solving flavor and not isolate 
it within an academic silo.   
 
Anyway, the MIT strategy in response to the growth of interest in computing is not to put 
one-third of the faculty in one CS department, but to recognize that computing has begun 
permeating research and learning in pretty much all departments.  If you look across MIT 
departments, each one of them has many people who are working, in one way or another, 
with new information technologies as part of their research.  So, a good part of the motivation 
for our urban science degree and, subsequently, for the College of Computing initiative, is to 
work out mechanisms that can cut across traditional departments.   
 
We want to facilitate the ways in which computing is impacting everything from sociology, 
economics, political sciences, biology, engineering, and brain & cognitive science - as well as 
urban planning – and to do this in a way that ensures appropriate examination of the deeper 
implications of computing-driven disruption in each area. 
 
To provide one small example of curriculum development that helps such efforts in core CS 
classes, let me describe one of the class exercises that we wrote for an intensive introductory 
CS class taken by more than MIT 600 students each year.   
 
The first half-semester (6.0001) teaches programming using Python and the second half-
semester (6.0002) uses lectures and problem sets to show how computation can facilitate 
problem solving in various domains.  We rewrote one of the half-dozen weekly exercises for 
6.0002.  The exercise focused on building and traversing network graphs and had involved 
navigating through MIT buildings to find the shortest path between offices.   
 
We reworked the example to focus on shortest paths through a road network and tied it to a 
‘real-world’ setting involving driving into New York City that has become controversial over 
the last couple of years.  During rush hour, a new navigation tool (Waze) was monitoring 
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realtime traffic congestion on the interstate highway heading into New York from New 
Jersey.  Sometimes, the app would send motorists on short-cuts through local New Jersey 
streets to bypass highway traffic on the main roads accessing the George Washington bridge 
for the trip into New York City.  Often, the local streets became jammed and the residents 
revolted.  
 
They protested at public hearings, threatened to ticket and fine non-local motorists driving 
through their town, and (in some cases) changed street segments to be one-way. There was a 
big fuss.  Ultimately, the app developer (Waze) agreed not to route motorists through local 
streets during certain times.   
 
The 6.0002 class is intensive and this was only one of six problem sets during the half-
semester.  We did not want to eliminate technical content from the class in order to make 
room for a deeper understanding of the urban context.  Also, with more than 300 students 
each semester, the exercises couldn’t handle complex, open-ended questions and most of the 
grading had to be automated. 
 
So, we wrote the exercise for a simplified network, had students build the network graph and 
traverse it using Dijkstra’s algorithm, and we made sure that the local ‘short cut’ was 
preferable under certain congestion conditions.  While the emphasis of the exercise was on 
finding the quickest path for an individual driver under tightly specified conditions, we 
wanted students to see how different rules and objective functions could yield different 
‘solutions’ and how the technology that helped some drivers choose ‘short cuts’ might 
adversely impact others who had some control over the use of local roadways.   
 
We linked to articles and debates about the ‘real-world’ controversy and pointed out 
possibilities that raised broader social policy questions.  For example, using tolls to control 
access could be disproportionately burdensome to poorer folks, and barring all through traffic 
from using the short-cut would be sub-optimal.  Would it be ‘fair’ for Waze to provide short-
cut information only to ‘select’ customers who pay a premium? 
 
The idea is for the exercise to retain the same technical content as before, but to show how 
some choices of what to optimize might lead to a much broader set of questions about the 
social implications and policy choices.  So, we do machine grading for most of the problem 
set but  give them references to the real-world setting and ask a few of the broader questions 
for discussion with TA (Teaching Assistants) during weekly recitation meetings.   
 
The basic idea is not to teach a lot of planning and governance issues in this CS class, but to 
stimulate people to think about the generality and sensitivity of their problem ‘solutions’ and 
to motivate them to take future classes that dig further into the urban planning, social policy, 
and governance issues.  This approach is consistent with another motivation for the urban 
science degree.   
 
Many MIT CS undergraduates go to work for the large technology companies (Google, 
Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Microsoft, Netflix, etc.).  They have technical and analytical 
depth and a state-of-the-art view of the latest information technologies, but not necessarily a 
sophisticated view of the social impacts of computing.   
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If only 10% of those taking the CS core subjects became interested in urban science and were 
motivated to take more classes about urban planning and social policy, that would be plenty 
for our new undergraduate degree and would enable them to pursue graduate school and 
career options that contribute more effective to e-Planning goals. 
 
We will see what more is done along these lines as MIT’s new College of Computing takes 
shape.  Over the next few years, MIT anticipates adding 50 new faculty slots, with more or 
less 25 in computer science or engineering department, and another 25 in other disciplines 
that have a computing connection. Our department has already receive one slot, as a result of 
the new urban science major, before the College got underway. 
 
MIT has yet to work out all the details needed to make the College approach work.  How do 
you make good career paths for the junior faculty who take these appointments. 
Interdepartmental appointments are difficult to manage. Most of the people engaged in e-
Planning are quite familiar with those difficulties. [laughter in the room. Pedro says "Yes, 
Yes".] and this is the direction in which we are heading. 
 
Before finishing my talk, I should mention the research that I am currently doing at an MIT 
research center in Singapore (where I am today).  
 
I am part of an interdisciplinary group that has been studying ‘future urban mobility’ issues 
since 2010.  For the past few decades, Singapore has been enticing international research 
universities to engage in research relevant to Singapore at their international facility on the 
National University of Singapore campus.   
 
Our ‘future urban mobility’ project has involved a dozen MIT faculty from engineering, 
computer science, and urban planning together with hundreds of Postdocs, Research 
Scientists, and MIT students.  So, the effort is an example of one area that can benefit from 
collaborative research involving urban planning and computer science.   
 
Singapore has been a world leader in transportation infrastructure investment and 
management and one of the first metro areas to implement congestion pricing.  They have 
recognized that new technologies such as autonomous vehicles can have much broader 
impacts on urban form and metropolitan development, and they have supported our effort to 
build a new agent-based microsimulation platform (called SimMobility) that can examine 
land use and transportation interactions as mobility options evolve.  
 
For me, this has been an interesting setting in which to reflect on the need for e-Planning as 
we seek to shape urban futures that are more sustainable, equitable, and democratic.   
 
I hope these reflections about e-Planning and some of our work and programmatic 
development at MIT are of some interest to the group I’ll stop here and be happy to hear any 
comments and questions. 
 
Thank you. [Aplause] 
 
[Keynote disponivel no site: 
 http://www.e-planning.org/workshop2019vid.html 
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CyberLaw Eclipse? A sequence to Prof. JFerreira Keynote on MIT  
José Magalhães, Deputado (Member of the Parliament), Assembleia da República, Portugal 
 
Professor Ferreira  talked about  disruptions. 
 

!

1. We are all aware that many disruptions are 
happening. Many of them not visible and 
very deep. it is also clear that political 
systems are not prepared to tackle these new 
challenges. Let us remember that moment of 
Zuckerberg’s appearance in the Senate that 
revealed the clear lack of preparation and 
literacy of some of the members of the 
Congress of the United States of America. 
 
But does this mean that in the future we’ll 
keep having ignorant legislators and outlaws 
at large? I do not agree with such a vision of !

things. 
 
There were times in which the most spread vision of the future portrayed cyberspace as a 
non-regulated nirvana.  
 
Those times are gone. Laws have been drafted and enacted in several countries with different 
legal systems, on both sides of the Atlantic and in many other parts of the world. They even 
allow us to identify two sides of the Internet: the democratic side, and the authoritarian side 
of the Web. Not to speak of the Dark Web. 
 
We also have an intricate maze of self-regulation and co-regulation codes of practice.  
 
2. A Web of norms of such a different nature makes the moment of enforcement a complex 
and uncertain process as it may involve a vast array of components when we have actions 
practiced almost at the same time: a server in Canada, a criminal somewhere in Porto, an ISP 
in Lisbon, members of a criminal association in several other parts of the world. 
 
Does this mean we are facing an eclipse of the law, caused by the disruptive power of the 
high tech revolution fueled by the good old Internet and the innovative power of the big 
digital platforms? Ironically the Big5 use in their favor the legal protection granted by 
contract law, patent law, copyright law, etc. They also spend millions in lobbying, mostly to 
avoid regulation at any level. 
 
Law is also the reason why big companies make big deals such as the ones Facebook made 
with Cambridge Analytics. The clauses may represent breaches of law but hey seem to be 
protected by trade secrets law. Courts, Parliamentary committees and police forces seem 
impotent to disclose what is happening behind the curtains woven by lawyers and other law 
experts.  
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3. Of course the legal ecosystem we are living in is untenable. REGULATION IS NEEDED! 
More then ever. Cyber law, digital law – call it whatever you like. 
To fight cyber crime. 
To protect intellectual Property. 
To protect copyright. 
To defend children. 
To regulate online transactions  
To protect human rights   
To guarantee cyber security 
(…) 
 
A never-ending list. 
 
4.There will be a Cyber law BOOM, not an eclipse. 
 
The boom makes perfect sense. 
 
A) Self regulation is clearly not enough and not appropriate to solve the complex 
problems we are facing. The unique experience led by European Commission in 2019 forcing 
the big platforms to make reports on the results of the enforcement of the code of practice 
against DISINFORMATION signed in October 2018 has brought clear evidence of poor 
results. Self-regulation allows the big companies that signed the code of practice to know all 
about content that flows in the networks and for that purpose hire thousands of “moderators”, 
who evaluate and take down posts. The national states do not have the means to hire and 
manage such a crowd of cyberburocrats, nor would that be compatible with our democratic 
rules. The jurisdictional control, although not impossible, is not exerted. 
 
B)  Even a brilliant outcome of self-regulation would have as a consequence a need to 
draft and enforce a big library of codes of practice to cover the several areas that are at stake. 
Many codes would then be needed. And it’s associated burocracy… And some degree of 
oversight by public authorities. And many months of preparation (it took two years to draft 
and sign the code of Practice on fake news). 
 
C) The European Union is already   drafting European laws such as the general data 
protection regulation, the new code of electronic communications and the regulation on 
terrorism.  
 
5. Moreover, all of a sudden, a surprising turn about happened. 
 The American companies that had fathered a monster capable of smashing and destroying 
privacy everywhere in the world engaged in a fantastic dispute To determine which of them 
should get the prize for being the best privacy defender 
.   
Silicon Valley became a place where CEOs can be seen openly competing to write the best 
letter to Congress begging for regulation or writing op-eds in the Washington Post explaining 
why it is urgent to complete that task and how. 
 
Apple CEO Tim Cook called online privacy a "crisis" in an interview with ABC News, 
reaffirming the company's stance on privacy as companies like Facebook and Google have 
come under increased scrutiny regarding their handling of consumer data.  
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"Privacy in itself has become a crisis"." It's of that proportion — a crisis."  
(Of course unlike companies such as Google and Facebook, Apple's business isn't focused on 
advertising, but saying that it does not benefit from collecting data would be exaggerated!).  
 
Mark Zuckerberg wrote a Washington Post op-ed where he declared: 
“I believe we need a more active role for governments and regulators. By updating the rules 
for the Internet, we can preserve what’s best about it — the freedom for people to express 
themselves and for entrepreneurs to build new things — while also protecting society from 
broader harms." 
 
From what I’ve learned, I believe we need new regulation in four areas: harmful content, 
election integrity, privacy and data portability”. 
 
So let the legislative games begin. 
 
  
 


